To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE, Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE
Subject: RE: bullets Keep working on this.

---

3:37 AM To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE, Mark FRIEDRICH@HQMAIL, Arthur Rypinski@HQMAIL CC: Subject: RE: bullets Keep working on this.

------Original Message------
From: Friedrichs, Mark Sent: Monday, May 07, 2001 10:34 AM To: Memosgle, Joe; Kolevar, Kevin Subject: FW: bullets Importance: High This is the best we can do by 10:30; we will continue be working on a slightly expanded version, that will include macroeconomic impacts. Original Message From: MaryBeth Zimmerman Sent: Monday, May 07, 2001 10:24 AM To Friedrichs, Mark Subject: bullets Importance: High << File: 1 pg for W.H.doc >>

---

The recommendations' greater long-term impact will be presented in two weeks by the administration's energy task force, a Cabinet-level group headed by the vice president. A senior White House official said yesterday that the report will have five components. The most important, increasing supply, will leave its emphasis on fossil fuels and nuclear power by including a goal of tripling renewable fuels by 2020. There will be tax incentives for research and development in technologies related to solar, biomass, methane gas and other energy sources. Other components will be a 'modernizing conservation' section arguing for increasing energy efficiency through technology; modernizing infrastructure; enhancing the environment; and increasing energy security -- a combination of reducing reliance on foreign supply and keeping energy prices low and stable for low-income consumers. The task force is considering a number of conservation efforts, including tax incentives for the purchase of energy-efficient hybrid cars that run on gasoline and electricity and voluntary national targets for conserving energy, according to an administration source.

---

our outreach person (Nancy) has left for the day, so here's my estimate: 2:00 (My breakout for our internal distribution: (31 program offices x 2) + (5 sector offices x 5) + (EE 3.1 x 20) + (EE 1.1 x 25) + (Outreach x 40) + (Planning library x 25) )Margot Anderson@HQMAIL on 05/03/2001 02:36:49 PM To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL, TREVOR C
OOK@HMAIL, Michael Whatley@HMAIL, ANDY KYDE@HMAIL cc: Joseph Kelliher@HMAIL

Subject: FW: How many copies of the NEP do you need? All. This is a note from the WH asking how many copies of the NEP we would like (no cost). They will put it on the WEB as well. Can you give me a ballpark? Margot

Original Message

From: Charles.M._Smith@op.gov
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2001 12:52 P M
To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; kmurphy@sec.doc.gov; internet; Dinna.Ellis@do.treas.gov; internet; Keith.Collins@USDA.gov; internet; Joseph.Glauber@USDA.gov; internet; Gallogly@state.gov; internet; Michelle.Poche@OS.DOT.Gov; internet; Patricia.StahlSchmidt@FEMA.gov; internet; William.Bettenberg@ios.doi.gov; internet; Tom_Fulton@ios.doi.gov; internet; Bruce.Baughman@FEMA.gov; internet; Charles.m.Hess@USACE.army.mil; internet; moss.jacob@epa.gov; internet; Andrew.D._Lundquist@op.gov; internet; Karen.Y._Knutson@op.gov; internet

Subject: How many copies of the report do you need? As we get closer to printing this thing, I need to know how many copies of the report each agency needs and to whom you want them to go and where (address including room #). Let me know by COB Thursday, May 3, 2001. Thanks Charlie

Margot, The attached file "chapter 6-May2.doc" includes all EERE comments on chapter 6 (renewable and alternative energy). All the recommended changes are in red. Please let me know if you have any questions. Phillip

Attached CHAPTER 6-May2.doc: 117248 bytes

Margot, The attached file "chapter 6-May2.doc" includes all EERE comments on chapter 6 (renewable and alternative energy). All the recommended changes are in red. Please let me know if you have any questions. Phillip

Yes. These comments will be incorporated. Phillip

Margot, The attached file "chapter 6-May2.doc" includes all EERE comments on chapter 6 (renewable and alternative energy). All the recommended changes are in red. Please let me know if you have any questions. Phillip

EERE Comments on NEP Ch. 3 re "alternative energy"

Yes. These comments will be incorporated.

EERE Comments on NEP Ch. 3 re "alternative energy"

EERE Comments on NEP Ch. 3 re "alternative energy"

EERE Comments on NEP Ch. 3 re "alternative energy"
John Sullivan/EE/DOE on 04/27/2001 08:30 AM  
William Parks 04/27/2001 08:13 AM TO: Randy Steer/EE/DOE@DOE cc: John Sull
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<u>PM To: James Daley/EE/DOE@DOE, Richard Budzich/EE/DOE@DOE, Nancy Jerre
 y/EE/DOE@DOE, Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE, William Parks/EE/DOE@DOE, Stiomsund G

------------------- Attachments -----------------
Extracted hydrogen-economy.lpg.w: 10919 bytes

CN=Randy Steer/OU=EE/O=DOE----<CN=Darrell Boscen/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Michae
l York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;edith_hopkins@eop.gov;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=E
E/O=DOE@DOE>----<04/26/2001 03:40:31 PM>----<Re: this is from mike york subje
tct is nep one pagers
------------------- Message body -----------------

CN=Michael McCabe/OU=EE/O=DOE----<CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>----<04/26
/2001 02:48:32 PM>----<Secretary meeting with American Gas Association

------------------- Message body -----------------

02:34 PM -------------- Forwarded by Michael McCabe/EE/DOE on 04/26/2001
12:38:52 PM To: Michael McCabe/EE/DOE@DOE@HOMAIL cc: Subject: secy mtg
with rich shelby american gas assoc on may 4th. need backgrnder also a
attending are gary neale, CEO, NLsource; dave parker, CEO, american gas ass
soc. would you pls have staff do a background paper for me because i am atte
nding with the secy. incl DOE collaboration with AGA, gas indus issues wit
h the dept/NEP, etc? please have EE staff coordinate with FE staff and any
other for deptl perspective. thx. would appreciate having by approx 08
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May 1st, since i have to prepare my own short paper for the secy and i may need to ask questions after getting your paper. thx.

Margot Anderson@HQMMAIL--<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=Darrell Beschen/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=Micah York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL>-----<help
------ Message body ------
All, By COB I need a definition of biomass, geothermal, wind and solar energy. I'd go look it up but I am chasing other NEP rabbits. Can you help? Margot

Jay Braitsch@HQMMAIL--<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=Darrell Beschen/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=Tom Kibisi/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;TR EVOR COK@HQMMAIL>-----<04/26/2001 08:48:14 AM>-----<GCC S&T
------ Message body ------
This was the final version of the GCC S&T paper that went to Kevin Kolevar on the SI staff. I understand that 7th floor staff (including Margot Anderson) are morphing it into a larger package to go to the Administration to m working on the NEP. I'll let you know anything more i hear on that. T hanks again for your help.
------ Message body ------
Extracted GCC ST FE-EE-NE Integrated2.wpd: 126065 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMMAIL--<CN=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=John Sullivan/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=Carole Hart/OU=CR/O=DOE@CRDOE@HQMMAIL;Robert Kripowicz@HQMMAIL;William Magwood@HQMMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMMAIL;Paula Scallingi@HQMMAIL;Michael Whitley@HQMMAIL>-----<02/14/2001 12:45:19 PM>-----<draft NEP instructions
------ Message body ------
All, Please review. What did I miss from the discussion today? Note assignments are by office - some of you are asked provide names to Joe, me or other offices to complete tasks. If only one or two offices are contributing the bulk of the information, I am asking one office to compile the bits prior to sending to me. Saves me some time and i can focus on overall gap 5. Also attached outline Joe was working from. Please get back to me by 2:30 (if possible) with your comments on the instructions. I will edit and send "officially" ASAP. I will also need to know who will be doing o ne so I don't have to bug you all the time. Margot
------ Message body ------
Extracted NEP organization.doc: 29184 bytes
Extracted Draft combo outline WH.doc: 102400 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMMAIL--<CN=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=John Sullivan/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;Robert Kripowicz@HQMMAIL;Robert Porter@HQMMAIL;William Magwood@HQMMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMMAIL;James Hart@HQMMAIL;Paula Scallingi@HQMMAIL;Michael Whitley@HQMMAIL;LARRY PETTIS@HQMMAIL>-----<02/14/2001 05:20:00 PM>-----<NEP guidelines with your edits
------ Message body ------
All, Hope I got everything - I am sure you will tell me if I didn't. Still missing a few names. There is some new stuff, based on your input. I am only sending this to primary points of contact - you'll need to disseminate accordingly. Call or write with concerns. Margot
------ Message body ------
Extracted NEP organization.doc: 35328 bytes
- Renamed to "NEP organization.doc" to preserve uniqueness

Margot Anderson@HQMMAIL--<CN=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=John Sullivan/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL;Robert Kripowicz@HQMMAIL;Robert Porter@HQMMAIL;William Magwood@HQMMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMMAIL;James Hart@HQMMAIL;Paula Scallingi@HQMMAIL;Michael Whitley@HQMMAIL;LARRY PETTIS@HQMMAIL>-----<02/15/2001 09:52:13 AM>-----<NEP Meeting
------ Message body ------
All, on Wednesday, Feb. 21, at 3:30, we will meet to discuss the White House comments on our NEP drafts. The meeting will be held in room 7B-040 (PO’s conference room). Attached is revised guidance (biggest change is in schedule and deadlines section). Some of us will need to meet on Monday but time and place has not yet been determined. Note: this message sent only to primary points of contact. Route as needed. Margot

Extracted NEP organization.doc: 33280 bytes
- Renamed to "NEP organization1.doc" to preserve uniqueness

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>---<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL>---
<02/16/2001 07:50:13 PM>---stuff from EPA for you!
--------- Message body ---------

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>---<CN=Sam Baldwin/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL>---
<02/16/2001 04:59:14 PM>---CRE: NEP Section 5
--------- Message body ---------

7:03 PM To: Douglas Carter@HQMAIL cc: Sam Baldwin/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, Robert Kripowicz@HQMAIL, Robert Porter@HQMAIL, George Rudins@HQMAIL, Guido DeHoratiis@HQMAIL, John Shages@HQMAIL, TREvor Cook@HQMAIL Subject: RE: NEP Section 5 Okay, I’ll see what I can do. Thanks. Original Message
---From: Douglas Carter Sent: Friday, February 16, 2001 3:23 PM To: Anderson, Margot Cc: Kripowicz, Robert; Porter, Robert; Rudins, George; DeHoratiis, Guido; Shages, John; Cook, Trevor; Baldwin, Sam Subject: NEP Section 5 Margot - Attached are 4 files for Section 5 of the NEP. SECTION 5b.doc is the bulk of the product and represents material from FE. NEP Chap 5 renumbered files... doc Is the renewables material. NE input to doug.doc is the material from NE Section 5 Figs.ppt is a Powerpoint file with 2 graphics for in Page 31
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We were planning on John Sullivan and me attending. OK? | Margot Anderson

Thanks Sam | Margot Anderson@HQMMAIL on 02/16/2001 03:27:03 PM | Submitted by: Douglas Carter@HQMMAIL cc: Sam Baldwin/EE/OE/DOE@DOE@HQMMAIL, Robert Kripowicz 2@HQMMAIL, Robert Porter@HQMMAIL, George Rudins@HQMMAIL, Guido DeHoratius@HQMMAIL, John Shages@HQMMAIL, Trevor Cook@HQMMAIL
Subject: RE: NEP Section 5

Okay, I'll see what I can do. Thanks.

-----Original Message-----

From: Carter, Douglas  
Sent: Friday, February 16, 2001 3:23 PM To: Anderson, Margot; Kripowicz, Robert; Porter, Robert; Rudins, George; DeHoratius, Guido; Shages, John; Cook, Trevor; Baldwin, Sam
Subject: MPE Section 5 | Margot

Attached are 4 files for Section 5 of the NEP. SECTION 5b.doc is the bulk of the product and represents material from DOE. NEP Chap 5 renewables...

Doc is the renewables material. NE input to doug.doc is the material from NE Section 5 Figs.ppt is a Powerpoint file with 2 graphics for insertion.
Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>---<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL>---
<02/16/2001 05:52:11 PM>---<RE: NEP Section 5

Message-----From: MaryBeth Zimmerman Sent: Friday, February 16, 2001 5:25 PM To: Anderson, Margot Subject: RE: NEP Section 5 We were planning on
John Sullivan and me attending. OK? Margot Anderson@HQMAIL on 02/16
/2001 04:56:13 PM To: Sam Baldwin/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL cc:

I can do. Thanks, -

John Su

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL on 02/16/2001 03:27:03 PM To: Douglas Carter@ HQMAIL cc: Sam Baldwin/EE/DOE@DOE@HQMAIL, Robert Kripowicz@HQMAIL, Robert Porter@HQMAIL, George Rudins@HQMAIL, Guido DeHoratiis@HQMAIL, John Shages@ HQMAIL, Trevor Cook@HQMAIL Subject: RE: NEP Section 5 Okay, I'll see what
I can do. Than--Original Message------From: Carter, Douglas S ent: Friday, February 16, 2001 3:23 PM To: Anderson, Margot CC: Kripowicz, Robert; Porter, Robert; Rudins, George; DeHoratiis, Guido; Shages, John; C ook, Trevor; Baldwin, Sam Subject: NEP Section 5 Margot - Attached are 4
fies for Section 5 of the NEP. SECTION 5b.doc is the bulk of the product
and represents material from FE. NEP Chap 5 renewables...doc is the renewab
material. NE input to doug.doc is the material from NE Section 5 Figs.
ppt is a Powerpoint file with 2 graphics for insertion into the text (At

File: SECTION 5b.doc >> << File: NE input to doug.doc >> << File: Section
5 Figs.ppt >> Doug Carter (FE-26) US DOE Washington, DC 20585 202-586-
684 << File: bpr7wh13 >>

--- Original Message -----

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>---<CN=Michael Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=Printed/OU=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=John Sul
ivan/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;Rob
ert Kripowicz@HQMAIL;Robert Porter@HQMAIL;WILLIAM MAGWOOD@HQMAIL;David Pu
mphrey@HQMAIL;James HART@HQMAIL;Paula Scalin@HQMAIL;Michael Whaley@HQMAIL
L;LARRY POTTIS@HQMAIL;jkster@bpa.gov@internet@HQMAIL;cball@bpa.gov@intere
t@HQMAIL>---<02/16/2001 05:52:12 PM>---<NEP, draft 1
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Margot

---------- Attachments ----------
Extracted section 1 draft 1.doc: 6702 bytes
Extracted section 2 draft 1.doc: 41984 bytes
Extracted section 4 draft 1.doc: 81920 bytes
Extracted section 5 draft 1.doc: 78336 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL

----- Original Message ----- From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2001 11:07 AM
To: Anderson, Margot; Cook, Trevor; Scalingi, Paula; PETTIS, LARRY; KENDELL, JAMES; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Sullivan, John; 'jkstier@bpa.gov'; Kripowicz, Robert; Haspel, Abe; Magwood, William; 'jkstier@bpa.gov'; Whatley, Michael; 'jkstier@bpa.gov'; Whatley, Michael
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: new version section 1 Reminder that we are meeting at 11:30 in PO conference room. We will be editing yesterday's 5:00 version. Be prepared to address major concerns and edits.

----- Original Message ----- From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, February 19, 2001 5:22 PM
To: Cook, Trevor; Scalingi, Paula; PETTIS, LARRY; KENDELL, JAMES; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Sullivan, John; 'jkstier@bpa.gov'; Kripowicz, Robert; Haspel, Abe; Magwood, William; 'jkstier@bpa.gov'; Whatley, Michael
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: new

some are outstanding issues that still need attention and/or discussion.
3) Plan on meeting in PO conference room (7B-040) on Tuesday 2/20 at 11:30 to discuss draft and get new instructions that will come out of a morning

WH meeting. << File: sect1 2 jk.doc >>

-- Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE --

----- Message body -----
 Margot Anderson@HQMAIL> <CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN= John Sullivan/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN= Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;T REVOR COOK@HQMAIL;Paula Scalini@HQMAIL;Robert Kripowicz@HQMAIL;WILLIAM MAG WOOD@HQMAIL;Michael Whitley@HQMAIL;Jay Bratsch@HQMAIL;John Conti@HQMAIL;Doug uglas Carter@HQMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMAIL;James Hart@HQMAIL;Larry Pettis@HQMAIL;JAMES KENDELL@HQMAIL;jkster@bpa.gov@Internet@HQMAIL;ANDY KYDES@HQMAIL > <02/21/2001 08:42 AM> NEPMASTER

All, Joe has now received hard copies of chapters 4, 5, and 10 for our rev iew (the ones we didn't do). Sorry but I only had e-copies of 10, rest are h ard, so you have to stop by to collect. I'll put them on the PD 7C-034 open area credenza for pick up. Need your comments by Thursday COB - please e-mail me a comments page. I'll compile for Joe. Joe delivered our DOE led chapters 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and we will await comments. I'm working on c ollecting figures and charts. By my calculations, we are still missing chap ter 9 (DOR). The revised outline: chapter 1 -- energy supply and demand .overview chapter 2 -- "problems" chapter 3 -- "consumer impact" chapter 4 -- environmental considerations of energy development (EPA lead) chapter 5 -- economic impact (Treasury lead) chapter 6 -- "energy efficiency" chapter 7 -- development of renewable energy and alternative energy chapter 8 -- " increased production" chapter 9 -- infrastructure chapter 10 -- energy secu rity/international

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL> <CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN= John Sullivan/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN= Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;T REVOR COOK@HQMAIL;Paula Scalini@HQMAIL;Robert Kripowicz@HQMAIL;WILLIAM MAG WOOD@HQMAIL;Michael Whitley@HQMAIL;Jay Bratsch@HQMAIL;John Conti@HQMAIL;Doug uglas Carter@HQMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMAIL;James Hart@HQMAIL;Larry Pettis@HQMAIL;JAMES KENDELL@HQMAIL;ANDY KYDES@HQMAIL > <02/26/2001 01:48:55 PM> <FW: new draft

All, Attached is the latest draft of the energy situation section of the N EP plus the regional section. Comments from the CEA, OMB, EPA, Interior, USDA, etc. were incorporated. Your comments are welcome. Not quite sur e at the schedule is but sooner is always better. As in Tuesday. I passed a long your comments on chapters 4, 5, 9, and 10 (except EE's comments on chap ter 9, which I just received this a.m.) They will go to DOT. Margot -- Original Message------- From: Kelligher, Joseph Sent: Monday, February 2 6, 2001 1:26 PM To: Anderson, Margot Subject: new draft Sorry, I just real ized I never sent it to you

------------------------ Attachments ------------------------
Extracted sec1.4.doc: 73278 bytes
Extracted secrreg3.doc: 3132 bytes

CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE> <Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE> <EF

fiency items for NEP

------------------------ Message body ------------------------
06, 2001 6:27 PM To: Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea; Breed, Patricia; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Doug Las; Braitsch, Jay; Melchert, Elena; Cook, Trevor; 'jkstier@bpa.gov' CC: Kelliher, Joseph Subject: RE: template All, Sorry this took so long. Got i

FILE: template for policy ideas.doc >>

-----Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2001 9:33 AM To: Conti, John; Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea; Breed, Patricia; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Douglas; Braitsch, Jay; Melchert, Elena; Cook, Trevor; 'jkstier@bpa.gov' CC: Kelliher, Joseph Subject: RE: template All, I discussed with Kelliher and received comments from PO and EE. Anyone else going to weigh in before I finalize and set some deadlines? Margot

-----Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot Sent: Monday, March 05, 2001 4:56 PM To: Conti, John; Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea; Breed, Patricia; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Douglas; Braitsch, Jay; Melchert, Elena; Cook, Trevor; 'jkstier@bpa.gov' CC: Kelliher, Joseph Subject: template <<

FILE: template for policy ideas.doc >> All, Comments, please. Margot

Margot Anderson@HOMAIL><--CN=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HOMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HOMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HOMAIL;William Breed@HOMAIL;Michael Whatley@HOMAIL;Douglas Carter@HOMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HOMAIL;Elena Melchert@HOMAIL;TREVOR COOK@HOMAIL;jkstier@bpa.gov@HOMAIL;Patricia Evans@HOMAIL;Paula Salingi@HOMAIL;andy kydes@homaill;kevin o'donovan@homaill>---03/12/2001 08:45:27 AM>---NEP Policy Options

--------------- Attachments ---------------
Extracted Short titles.doc: 64512 bytes

Margot Anderson@HOMAIL><--CN=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HOMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HOMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HOMAIL;William Breed@HOMAIL;Michael Whatley@HOMAIL;Douglas Carter@HOMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HOMAIL;Elena Melchert@HOMAIL;TREVOR COOK@HOMAIL;jkstier@bpa.gov@HOMAIL;Patricia Evans@HOMAIL;Paula Salingi@HOMAIL;Nancy Johnson@HOMAIL;andy kydes@homaill;kevin o'donovan@homaill>---03/12/2001 03:52:37 PM>---NEP Policy Options

--------------- Message body ---------------
Revised goal list. As we discussed, I am continuing to compile and order (by goal). E-me any more ideas. In WORD, please. I can't figure out how to get your file list of ideas to date, but you have the package with the original filenames as headers. If you rewrite one, just rename it so it will write over automatically when I save it. One file per idea is great but don't fret about it now - clearly, not all these ideas will move forward
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and they might get combined and reshaped. Plus the template.
Original Message--- From: Anderson, Margot Sent: Monday, March 12, 2001 8:43 AM To: Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Douglas; Braitsch, Jay; Melcher, Elena; Cook, Trevor; jkstier@bpa.gov; O'Donovan, Kevin; Kolevar-Kevin; Scalingi, Paula CC: Kelliher, Joseph Subject: NEP Policy Options All

--- << File: Short Titles.doc >>

------------------ Attachments ------------------
Extracted NEP Policy Issues.doc: 25600 bytes
Extracted template for policy ideas.doc: 20480 bytes

CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE----<Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE>----<NE
P 2 pagers
----------------- Message body -----------------
A start on our two-pagers. Unreviewed beyond me at the moment, but I want you to have something to work with. Have you gotten any other guidance as to structure of these documents?
----------------- Attachments ------------------
Extracted 06 High Performance Buildings FINAL.doc: 29184 bytes
Extracted 07 Factories FINAL.doc: 24576 bytes
Extracted 12 government purchasing of efficient, renewable alternatives.doc: 38912 bytes
Extracted 13 Consumer Information FINAL.doc: 34304 bytes
Extracted 15 Tech Assistance for Businesses FINAL.doc: 30208 bytes
Extracted 16 Reduce Truck Costs FINAL.doc: 26624 bytes
Extracted 24 integrated partnership FINAL.doc: 32256 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL----<CN=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;John Conti@HQMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL;William Breed@HQMAIL;Michael Whatley@HQMAIL;Douglas Carter@HQMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL;Elena Melcher@HQMAIL;TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL;`jkstier@bpa.gov'@internet@HQMAIL;ANDY KYDES@HQMAIL>----<03/20/2001 08:00:50 PM>----<FW: State's latest draft - chapter 10>

--- Original Message --- From: Charles M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov

...0%internet [mailto:Charles_M_Smith@ovp.eop.gov] Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2001 6:57 PM To: Kelliher, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Julieanna_R_Glover@ovp.eop.gov@internet; Kmurphy@sec.doc.gov@internet; Dina.Ellis@do.treas.gov%internet; Sue_Ellen_wooldridge@IOS.DOD@internet; Joel_D_Kaplan@who.eop.
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entify some gaps.

-----Original message----- From: Charles M. Smith@ovp.eop.gov [mailto:Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov] Sent: Tuesday, Mar
ch 20, 2001 6:57 PM To: Kellihfer, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Julieanna_R._Glo
er@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Kmruphy@osec.doc.gov%internet; Dina.Ellis@deo.trea
s.gov%internet; Sue Ellen_Woolridge@IOS.DOD.gov%internet; Joel D_Kaplan@ow
ho.eop.gov%internet; Keith.Collins@USDA.gov%internet; Joseph.Glauber@USDA.g
ov%internet; Glassogly@State.gov%internet; McManusmt@State.gov%internet; M
ichelle.Poche@OST.DOT.gov%internet; Patricia.Stahl@schmidt@FEMA.gov%internet
; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov%internet; Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov%internet; Beale.John@E
PA.gov%internet; MPeacock@omb.eop.gov%internet; Mark_A_WeatherlyBomb.eop,
.gov%internet; Robert_C_McNally@opd.eop.gov%internet; JHowardj@cee.eop.gov%in
ternet; William_Bettenberg@IOS.DOD.gov%internet; Tom_Fulton@IOS.DOD.gov%in
ternet; Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Mieblan@ceq.eop.gov%internet;
Bruce.Baughman@FEMA.gov%internet; Charles.m.Hess@USACE.army.mil%internet
; akeeler@ceaa.eop.gov%internet; commcolll@1.com%internet; Karen_E_Keller@omb.eop.gov%internet; Carol_J_Thompson@who.eop.gov%internet; Sandra_L_Via
@omb.eop.gov%internet; Megan_D_Moran@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Janet_P_Walker
@opd.eop.gov%internet; Ronald_L_Silverman@omb.eop.gov%internet; Lori_A_Kra
uss@omb.eop.gov%internet; Andrew_D_Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Karen_Y
_Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Charles_D_McGrath_Jr@ovp.eop.gov%internet
; Robert_C_McNally@oa.eop.gov%internet; Cesar_Conda@ovp.eop.gov%internet;
Jennifer_H_Mayfield@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Mary_J_Matalin@ovp.eop.gov%inte
rnet; Nancy_P_Dorn@who.eop.gov%internet; Margaret_Bradley@IOS.DOD.gov%inte
rnet; Jean_M_Russell@opd.eop.gov%internet Cc: kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%in
ternet; john_fenzel@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Andrew_D_Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%
internet; Karen_Y_Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%internet Subject: State's latest dr
aft Attached is State's latest draft of their chapter. (See attached fil
e: 03_14_01_NEPG Study_EW_R1.doc)

----- Attachments -----
Extracted 03_14_01_NEPG Study EW_R1.doc: 281600 bytes
- Renamed to "03_14_01_NEPG Study EW_R10.doc" to preserve uniqueness

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>-----Cn=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE&Doe@HQMAIL;CN=
Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE&Doe@HQMAIL;TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL;JAY BRAITSC@HQMAIL
-----<03/21/2001 02:09:02 PM-----little reminder
----- Message body -----
All, If you are working on NPG edits, please remember to put in or suggest
graphics or photos (not any photos we might have used previously!) plus e
sources. Thanks. Margot

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>-----Cn=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE&Doe@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth
Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE&Doe@HQMAIL;CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE&Doe@HQMAIL;Mar
got Anderson@HQMAIL;John Conti@HQMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL;William Breed
@HQMAIL;Michael Whately@HQMAIL;Douglas Carter@HQMAIL;JAY BRAITSC@HQMAIL;El
ena Melchert@HQMAIL;TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL;3KSTLER@DPS.GOV@INTERNET@HQMAIL;Ch
ristopher Freitas@HQMAIL;ANDY KYES@HQMAIL>-----<03/21/2001 06:38:03 PM-----W
ednesday (3/21) NPG update
----- Message body -----
Attachments

Extracted 03_20_01_NEPG Study_R2.doc: 282624 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL-----CN=Abbe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;Jon
hn Conti@HQMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL;William Breed@HQMAIL;Michael Whatley @HQMAIL;Douglas Carter@HQMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL;Elena Melchert@HQMAIL;TRE
VOR COOK@HQMAIL;*jkstier@pa.gov@internet@HQMAIL;Christopher Freitas@HQMAIL;
Mark FREDRICKS@HQMAIL;ANDY KYDES@HQMAIL--<03/22/2001 12:42:32 PM---><F
W; Bush-Cheney Energy Initiatives

-----Message body-----

NEPers, This might help you as you continued drafting. Margot -------Ori
ginal Message----- From: Charles_M._Smith@op.gov.eop.gov@internet [mailto:Char
les_M._Smith@op.gov.eop.gov] Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 12:07 PM To: Kelli
her, Joseph; Anderson, Margot; Kmurry@oec.doc.gov@internet; Dina.Ellis@do
.treas.gov@internet; Sue_ellen Woolridge@os.doe.gov@internet; Joel_D_Kap
lan@who.eop.eop.gov@internet; Keith.Collins@usda.gov@internet; Joseph.Glauber@os
.doa.gov@internet; Calloglysj@state.gov@internet; Mcmanusm@state.gov@internet
et; Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.gov@internet; Patricia.Stahlschmidt@FEMA.gov@int
ernet; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov@internet; Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov@internet; Beale.
John@EPA.gov@internet; MPeacock@omb.eop.gov@internet; Mark_A_Meatherly@omb
.eop.gov@internet; Robert_C_McNally@opa.eop.gov@internet; JHoward@ceq.eop
gov@internet; William_Bettenberg@OS.DOT.gov@internet; Tom_Fulton@OS.DOT.
gov@internet; Mleblanc@ceq.eop.gov@internet; Bruce.Baughman@FEMA.gov@internet
et; Charles.m.Hess@usace.army.mil@internet; akeeler@ceq.eop.gov@internet; c
comcoll@aol.com@internet; Karen_E._Keller@omb.eop.gov@internet; Carol_J._Th
ompson@who.eop.gov@internet; Sandra_L_Via@omb.eop.gov@internet; Megan_D_M
oran@opa.eop.gov@internet; Janet_P_Walker@op.gov@internet; Ronald_L_Sil
berman@omb.eop.gov@internet; Lori_A_Krauss@omb.eop.gov@internet; Charle
S_D_McGrath_Jr@opa.eop.gov@internet; Robert_C_McNally@opa.eop.gov@internet
; Margaret.Bradley@OS.DOT.gov@internet; 'Karen_Y_Knutson@op.gov@internet; John_Fenze
l@opa.eop.gov@internet; Subject: Bush-Cheney Energy Initiatives During the Pr
esidential c

Extracted Bush Energy Initiatives.doc: 24064 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL-----CN=Abbe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;Jon
hn Conti@HQMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL;William Breed@HQMAIL;Michael Whatley @HQMAIL;Douglas Carter@HQMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL;Elena Melchert@HQMAIL;TRE
VOR COOK@HQMAIL;*jkstier@pa.gov@internet@HQMAIL;Christopher Freitas@HQMAIL;
Mark FREDRICKS@HQMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMAIL;ANDY KYDES@HQMAIL--<03/22/
2001 01:16:23 PM---><Chapter 6

-----Message body-----

Page 41
Task Force Charlie: can you distribute to Task Force? DOE Offices: Attached in the latest Chapter 6 - energy efficiency (initially drafted by EE). Draft went through inter-agency review process and this is the result (many favorable comments, by the way). I think I addressed the comments from CEA, Treasury, EPA and the Task Force leaders. EE - can you add sources where I indicated? Please suggest some graphics to put in. A text box list our efficiency program would be helpful - where can I find such a thing? EIA - fact check? Please let me know if you are going to comment (specific text inserts, please). Soon. Margot

-------------- Attachments --------------
Extracted ch 6 march 22.doc: 86016 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL-----<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL;Christopher Freitas@HQMAIL>-----<03/22/2001 02:29:43 PM>-----
update needed some time today

-------------- Message body --------------
All Can I get an update on chapters 7, 8, and 9 before you leave today? Thanks. Margot

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL-----<CN=Abbe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL;CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL;John Conti@HQMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL;William Breed@HQMAIL;Michael Whatley @HQMAIL;Douglas Carter@HQMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL;Elena Melchert@HQMAIL;TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL;jkstier@opa.gov@Internet@HQMAIL;Christopher Freitas@HQMAIL;Mark FRIEDRICH@HQMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMAIL;Kevin Kolevar@HQMAIL;ANDY KY DES@HQMAIL>-----<03/22/2001 06:08:11 PM>-----
NRP Update, Thursday 3/22

-------------- Message body --------------

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL-----<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL>-----
<03/23/2001 08:02:52 AM>-----RE: Ch. 6 -efficiency
-------------- Message body --------------
Thanks. Feed what you can when you finish. Margot

------------ Original Message----------
From: MaryBeth Zimmerman Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 7:26 PM To: Anderson, Margot CC: Garland, Buddy; Sullivan, John; Haspel, Abe; Baldwin, Sam Subject: Ch. 6 -efficiency here are your responses to comments on chapter 6, plus the power point graphics to accompany. we might be able to update the transportation graphic for you. I'm afraid the renewables chapter will have to come tomorrow -- our folks were tied up on budget text today. << File: Ch 6 (efficiency) graphics.ppt >> << File: ch 6 march 22 EE datachecks.doc >>

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL-----<CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL>-----<03/23
/2001 11:15:56 AM>-----yet another request
-------------- Message body --------------

Page 42
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I am afraid to call......... but do you guys have a handy-dandy graphic that illustrates all your energy efficiency programs?

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>---<CN=Abigail Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;John Conti@HQMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL;William Breed@HQMAIL;Michael Whatley@HQMAIL;Douglas Carter@HQMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL;Elena Melchor@HQMAIL;TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL;jlakier@bpa.gov@INTERNET@HQMAIL;Christopher Freitas@HQMAIL;Mark FRIEDRICH@HQMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMAIL;Kevin Kalevar@HQMAIL;ANDY KY DE@HQMAIL>---03/23/2001 02:39:17 PM>---<New NEP chapter

---------------Attachments---------------
Extracted env't chapter 2-21.wpd: 35840 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>---<CN=Abigail Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;John Conti@HQMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL;William Breed@HQMAIL;Michael Whatley@HQMAIL;Douglas Carter@HQMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL;Elena Melchor@HQMAIL;TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL;jlakier@bpa.gov@INTERNET@HQMAIL;Christopher Freitas@HQMAIL;Mark FRIEDRICH@HQMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMAIL;Kevin Kalevar@HQMAIL;ANDY KY DE@HQMAIL>---03/24/2001 10:47:00 AM>---<Chapter 8 (increased production of US. Energy Resources).

---------------Attachments---------------
Extracted ch 8 march 24.doc: 54784 bytes
Extracted chapter 8 graphics, March 24.ppt: 3747840 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>---<CN=Abigail Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL;John Conti@HQMAIL;Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL;William Breed@HQMAIL;Michael Whatley@HQMAIL;Douglas Carter@HQMAIL;Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL;Elena Melchor@HQMAIL;TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL;jlakier@bpa.gov@INTERNET@HQMAIL;Christopher Freitas@HQMAIL;Mark FRIEDRICH@HQMAIL;David Pumphrey@HQMAIL;Kevin Kalevar@HQMAIL;ANDY KY DE@HQMAIL>---03/25/2001 04:00:27 PM>---<March 25 version of Chapter 8

---------------Attachments---------------
}

Task Force Charlie: Please send this around with this note: Revised Chapter...
Margot Anderson<@HQMAIL>----<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE>----<Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE>----<Ad
ditional NEP graphics from EE

Message body ------------------------

Extracted EERE Program pictures.ppt: 1492480 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>----<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE>----<Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE>----<Rec
ewables maps for NEP

Message body ------------------------

Extracted wind, bio, solar, geo.ppt [Recovered].ppt: 2491904 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>----<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE>----<Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE>----

Message body ------------------------

Thanks, will you be sending more comments? It really helps me to have all
the comments compiled at once or I can't keep track once I start changing
the document. Just let me know (and by when) Margot

Original Message---- From: MaryBeth Zimmerman  Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 10:01 AM
To: Anderson, Margot CC: Parks, William; Kaarsberg, Tina; York, Michael; Garland, Buddy; BP Sullivan/OU=SMTP/O=NELEX@NELEXchange@DOE=HQ=NOTES; Haspel, Abe; Jeffery, Nancy Subject: Re: Chapter 8 (Increased production of U.S. Energy Resources). Chapter 8 (Increased production of U.S. Energy Resources).

Original Message---- From: MaryBeth Zimmerman  Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 10:01 AM
To: Anderson, Margot CC: Parks, William; Kaarsberg, Tina; York, Michael; Garland, Buddy; BP Sullivan/OU=SMTP/O=NELEX@NELEXchange@DOE=HQ=NOTES; Haspel, Abe; Jeffery, Nancy Subject: Re: Chapter 8 (Increased production of U.S. Energy Resources). Chapter 8 (Increased production of U.S. Energy Resources).

Original Message---- From: MaryBeth Zimmerman  Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 10:01 AM
To: Anderson, Margot CC: Parks, William; Kaarsberg, Tina; York, Michael; Garland, Buddy; BP Sullivan/OU=SMTP/O=NELEX@NELEXchange@DOE=HQ=NOTES; Haspel, Abe; Jeffery, Nancy Subject: Re: Chapter 8 (Increased production of U.S. Energy Resources). Chapter 8 (Increased production of U.S. Energy Resources).
Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>----<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL>-----<03/26/2001 12:24:25 PM>----<graphics for NEP

------------- Message body -------------

Mary Beth, Task Force want captions for the graphics. Here are the 4 for chapter 6 (with revised refrigerator one). Can you write captions either directly on them or in a word file? Thanks. Please do the same for the chapter 7 figures.

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>----<CN=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL:CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL:CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL:John Conti@HQMAIL:Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL:William Breed@HQMAIL:Michael Whatley@HQMAIL:Douglas Carter@HQMAIL:Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL:Elena Melichert@HQMAIL:TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL:'jkstier@arpa.gov'@internet@HQMAIL:Christopher Freitas@HQMAIL:Mark FRIEDRICH@HQMAIL:David Pumphrey@HQMAIL:Kevin Kolevar@HQMAIL:ANDY KY DES@HQMAIL>----<03/26/2001 12:51:34 PM>-----<FW: New NEP chapter

------------- Message body -------------

All, Is anyone in DOE (EE, FE, NE, EIA, SO, PO) going to provide comments on this? Please let me know if you are and by when. Thanks. Margot

Original Message----- From: Anderson, Margot Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 2:36 PM To: Conti, John; Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Douglas; Braitsch, Jay; Melichert, Elena; Cook, Trevor; Breed, William; 'jkstier@arpa.gov'; York, Michael; Freitas, Christopher; Friedrichs, Mark; Pumphrey, David; Kolevar, Kevin Cc: Kelliher, Joseph Subject: New NEP chapter All, This is

------------- Attachments -------------

Extracted env't chapter 2-21.wpd: 35840 bytes
- Renamed to "env't chapter 2-210.wpd" to preserve uniqueness

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>----<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL>----<03/26/2001 02:06:23 PM>----<more graphics requests

------------- Message body -------------

MB, Hate to keep bugging you but on any bar-chart graphic can you put the number at the top of the bar. If the bar xx kw/h high, put in the actual kw/h number at the top of the bar. Margot

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>----<CN=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL:CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL:CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE@HQMAIL:John Conti@HQMAIL:Andrea Lockwood@HQMAIL:William Breed@HQMAIL:Michael Whatley@HQMAIL:Douglas Carter@HQMAIL:Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL:Elena Melichert@HQMAIL:TREVOR COOK@HQMAIL:'jkstier@arpa.gov'@internet@HQMAIL:Christopher Freitas@HQMAIL:Mark FRIEDRICH@HQMAIL:David Pumphrey@HQMAIL:Kevin Kolevar@HQMAIL:ANDY KY DES@HQMAIL>----<03/26/2001 03:38:49 PM>-----<FW: Commerce Recommendations for Page 45

------------- Attachments -------------
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NEP

-- Original Message ---

All,  This is Commerce's wish list of Policy Options for the NEP.  Mark F. - can you coordinate a DOE response so we can get to Joe Kelliher?  By Wednesday COB?  Thanks.  Margot

NEP Status Report from DOE

Interim Report - sent TF EIA fact checks and DOE comments on DOI inserts (3/22) - waiting for input from NASEO (via Karen) to complete Chapter 4 - DOE is reviewing Chapter 5 - no pending actions from DOE Chapter 6 - out for interagency review (DOE is working on graphics).  Charlie - did you circulate this to TF members (sent to you 3/24)?  Chapter 7 - DOE will circulate today.  Chapter 8 - out for interagency review (DOE is working on graphics).  Charlie, did you circulate this to TF members (sent to you 3/25)?  Chapter 9 - provided DOT with 2 sets of edits (one last Friday, one yesterday on electricity)  Chapter 10 - DOE sent comment to TF 3/26 Policy Options - Kelliher is handling.  Please let me know if this is not consistent with your records.

MB, no pressure but...can I get a sense of what you will be providing and when?  Chapter 4 and Chapter 10 - is EE going to review?  Chapter 7 - your new version (you said you wanted time to review on weekend).  It needs to go into interagency review.  Please be sure to write captions for graphics, Chapter 6 - got your graphic and sent back to you all the chapter 6 graphics for a few changes plus captions.  Chapter 3 - I'll probably need some help today or tomorrow but let me see how far I get. Margot

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>-----=Charles_M._Smith@EOP.eop.gov@INTERNET=HOMAIL=Joseph.Kelliher@EOP.eop.gov=KAREN_Y._Knuston@EOP.eop.gov@INTERNET=HOMAIL-----=03/27/2001 09:10:55 AM---<Status report from DOE

-- Original Message ---

Extracted DRAFT Commerce Recs.doc: 38912 bytes

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>-----cCN=MaryBeth.Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE/DOE@HQMAIL-----=03/27/2001 09:10:55 AM---<NEP issues

-- Original Message ---

MB, no pressure but...can I get a sense of what you will be providing and when?  Chapter 4 and Chapter 10 - is EE going to review?  Chapter 7 - your new version (you said you wanted time to review on weekend).  It needs to go into interagency review.  Please be sure to write captions for graphics, Chapter 6 - got your graphic and sent back to you all the chapter 6 graphics for a few changes plus captions.  Chapter 3 - I'll probably need some help today or tomorrow but let me see how far I get. Margot

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>-----cCN=Abe Haspel/OU=EE/O=DOE/DOE@HQMAIL=cCN=MaryBeth.Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE/DOE@HQMAIL=cCN=Michael.York/OU=EE/O=DOE/DOE@HQMAIL=Jo hn.Conti@HQMAIL=Andrea.Lockwood@HQMAIL=William.Breed@HQMAIL=Michael.Whately@HQMAIL=Dowell@HQMAIL=Jay.Braitsch@HQMAIL=Elena.Melcher@HQMAIL=TRE VOR.COOK@HQMAIL=jkstierr@bpa.gov@INTERNET@HQMAIL=Christopher.Freitas@HQMAIL

Page 46
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 Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>----CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL;CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL>----<03/28/2001 10:42:16 AM>---<Can you give me an update on the list I sent yesterday?

Margot Anderson@HQMAIL>----<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL>---
<03/28/2001 05:50:06 PM>---RE: Chapter 7 arrives!

Thank you, I still need the chapter 6 graphics fixed. I left a voice-mail for Michael. Please give me a call at your convenience. ----Original Message-----From: MaryBeth Zimmerman Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2001 4:47 PM To: Anderson, Margot; Haspel, Abe; York, Michael Subject: Chapter 7 arrives! Attached is Chapter 7 with our edits today. This has not been reviewed beyond me, given various other drills, but we understand your need to keep the ball rolling. << File: Renewables Chapter Edited32701.DOC >> << File: Graphics Captions Ch7.doc >> << File: Renewable chapter graphic s(ch 7).ppt >> << File: wind, bio, solar, geo.ppt [Recovered].ppt >>

CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE>---->macauley@rff.org;toman@rff.org;gruen pecht@rff.org;newell@rff.org>---->Follow up to this morning

[ at the meeting] Transportation Phil Patterson (586-9121) [at the meeting] Federal Ellyn Krevitz (586-4740) Phil Tseng, Darrell Beschen, and Mike York are in the planning office. Tim Kimbiss is from TMS and on-site with us full time for on-the-spot analysis. For your information, I've cc'd everyone from EERE & NREL who were present.

CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE>----<Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE>---<RE: Revised NEP list

Yes. Also, you can add Randy Steer to my list (I just an e-mail from him). Margot Anderson@HQMAIL on 05/21/2001 04:40:08 PM To: MaryBeth Zimmerman n/EE/DOE@HQMAIL cc: Subject: RE: Revised NEP list MB, This is in addition to the names I gave, right? Margot ----Original Message----- From: MaryBeth Zimmerman Sent: Monday, May 21, 2001 4:04 PM To: Anderson, Page 47
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Margot CC: Garland, Buddy; Haspel, Abe; Sullivan, John Subject: Re: Revised NEP list
Here are the people that I heard from in the course of the various NEP assignments. Some of these people provided tangential support on some specific questions/data checks. This list does not include people that were on e-mail lists for requests for help, but from whom we did not receive anything. Finally, this list does not include employees to whom these individuals may have forwarded requests. Joel Rubin Michael York Darrell Beschen Phil Tseng Sam Baldwin Buddy Garland Jerry Dion Larry Mansuetti David Rodgers Phil Patterson Dave Bassett Judy Oduulamary Mark Ginsberg (Pulse box Ed Pollock (Pulse box) Michael McCabe Michael Raymond (checked refrigerator or $) John Talbot (checked various $) Nancy Jeffry (pictures) Bill Parks Pat Hoffman (text boxed) Peggy Poddal Tina Kaarsburg Tien Nguyen Ellyn Krevitz Gail Mckinley Ed Wall Ken Freidman Phil Overolt To: Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE CC: Lawrence Mansuetti/EE/DOE@DOE, William Parks/EE/DOE@DOE, John Millhone/EE/DOE@DOE, Phillip Tseng/EE/DOE@DOE Michael York/EE/DOE@DOE Subject: Margot Anderson@QHMAIL 05/21/2001 12:45 PM To: Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@QHMAIL, Robert Kripowicz@QHMAIL, WILLIAM MAGWOOD@QHMAIL, David Pumphrey@QHMAIL, ANDY KYDES@QHMAIL, ANDY KOLESAR@QHMAIL, Joseph Kelliher@QHMAIL, MaryBeth Zimmermann/EE/DOE@DOE, Jay Braitsch@QHMAIL, Joseph Kelliher@QHMAIL, Kevin Kolevar@QHMAIL Subject: Revised NEP list All, I heard from NE and FE. Please let me know if I have the complete list. Joe K. - did you want me to add Kyle? Margot ----Original Message---- From: Anderson, Margot Sent: Monday, May 14, 2001 12:10 PM To: Haspel, Abe; Kripowicz, Bob; Timothy, Jay; Kelliher, Joseph; Kolevar, Kevin Re: Rev NEP list All, I heard from everyone who worked on it. Please review and edit accordingly. If you could return by Monday, I would appreciate it. Thanks. Margot

Extracted bpo413: 3584 bytes

Cn=MaryBeth Zimmermann/OU=EE/O=DOE> <Margot Anderson@QHMAIL @ HQDOE> <Re: Revised NEP list

Here are the people that I heard from in the course of the various NEP assignments. Some of these people provided tangential support on specific questions/data checks. This list does not include people that were on e-mail lists for requests for help, but from whom we did not receive anything. Finally, this list does not include employees to whom these individuals may have forwarded requests. Joel Rubin Michael York Darrell Beschen Phil Tseng Sam Baldwin Buddy Garland Jerry Dion Larry Mansuetti David Rodgers Phil Patterson Dave Bassett Judy Oduulamary Mark Ginsberg (Pulse box Ed Pollock (Pulse box) Michael McCabe Michael Raymond (checked refrigerator or $) John Talbot (checked various $) Nancy Jeffry (pictures) Bill Parks Pat Hoffman (text boxed) Peggy Poddal Tina Kaarsburg Tien Nguyen Ellyn Krevitz Gail Mckinley Ed Wall Ken Freidman Phil Overolt To: Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE CC: Lawrence Mansuetti/EE/DOE@DOE, William Parks/EE/DOE@DOE, John Millhone/EE/DOE@DOE, Phillip Tseng/EE/DOE@DOE Michael York/EE/DOE@DOE Subject: Margot Anderson@QHMAIL 05/21/2001 12:44:57 PM To: Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@QHMAIL, Robert Kripowicz@QHMAIL, WILLIAM MAGWOOD@QHMAIL, David Pumphrey@QHMAIL, ANDY KYDES@QHMAIL, ANDY KOLESAR@QHMAIL, Joseph Kelliher@QHMAIL, MaryBeth Zimmermann/EE/DOE@DOE, Jay Braitsch@QHMAIL, Joseph Kelliher@QHMAIL, Kevin Kolevar@QHMAIL Subject: Revised NEP list All, I heard from NE and FE. Please let me know if I have the complete list. Joe K. - did you want me to add Kyle? Margot ----Original Message---- From: Anderson, Margot Sent: Friday, May 18, 2001 12:10 PM To: Haspel, Abe; Kripowicz, Robe; Timothy, Jay; Kelliher, Joseph; Kolevar, Kevin Subject: who worked on the NEP? All. As part of the FOIA's underway on the NEP, I need to submit a list of everyone who worked on it. Please review and edit accordingly. If you could return by Monday, I would appreciate it. Thanks. Margot
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Working on it. Do you want everyone who weighed in on something, in some way, or just people who were tasked to address requests? Margot Anderson (HQ) to Abe Haspel/EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL, Robert Kripowicz@HQMAIL, William Magwood@HQMAIL, David Pumphrey@HQMAIL, ANDY KYD ES@HQMAIL CC: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL, Jay Braitsch@HQMAIL, Joseph Kelliher@HQMAIL, Kevin Kolevar@HQMAIL Subject: Revised NEP list All, I heard from NE and PE. Please let me know if I have the complete list. Joe K. - did you want me to add Kyle? Margot ---Original Message--- From: Anderson, Margot Sent: Friday, May 18, 2001 12:10 PM To: Haspel, Abe; Kripowicz, Robert; Magwood, William; KYDES, ANDY; Pump, DJ; each CC: Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Braitsch, Jay; Kelliher, Joseph; Kolevar, Kevin Subjects: who worked on the NEP? All, As part of the FOIA's underway on the NEP, I need to submit a list of everyone who worked on it. Please review and edit accordingly. If you could return by Monday, I would appreciate it. Thanks. Margot ---File: NEP people.xls>>

Attached is a draft response to your requests regarding EERE program activities and their relationship to the NEP recommendations. The lack of time available, and the multiple requests received, made it difficult to process this request. Much of this information should be revised and we will try to do that early next week. Please give me a call if you have any questions. I am at 6-249.

Wendy Butler 05/17/2001 05:22 PM To: Abe Haspel/EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL, Michael McCabe/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Robert Dixon/EE/O=DOE@DOE, William Parks/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Mark Ginsberg/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Gail Mckinley/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Edward Pollock/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Denise Swink/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Robert Brewer/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Tom Gross/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Richard Morer/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Elizabeth Shearer/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Joan Gluckman/EE/O=DOE@DOE, MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Darrell Beschen/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Nancy Jeffery/EE/O=DOE@DOE, Buddy Garland/EE/O=DOE@DOE CC: Public Affairs Request -- NEP Recommendations

Wendy Butler 05/17/2001 05:19 PM

/2001 04:39:07 PM To: Wendy Butler/EE/O=DOE@HQMAIL CC: Public Affairs Request -- NEP Recommendations

Energy Plan Wendy et al. Thanks in advance for your help on this assignment. We are trying to go through all 100+ recommendations in the NEP and identify DOE programs and/or initiatives that already exist and are supportive of each initiative so we can promote the initiatives as they apply to the plan. For each one, please give a short description of the program, and include any helpful details (such as technological accomplishments) or budget figures. We don't need a lengthy description (3-4 sentences at the most - kind of like the descriptions in the Budget Highlights document) but do need enough plain English detail to explain it to lay people. We are hoping to complete this task for the entire department by CDB Friday; so would like to get as much information from the programs as possible by 1 p.m.
Friday. Call if there are any questions. I can be reached at 586-5806.
Many thanks, Lisa Cutler

Extracted NEP EVENT CHART.xls: 84992 bytes
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CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE----<Margot Anderson@HQMAIL @ HQDOE>----<NEP

--------------------- Message body ---------------------
Thanks, in return, for your efforts to pull everything together for us on the NEP. For our purposes, I've asked Tom Kimbis to go through the full report to identify any other errors/misprints (we've found a couple already). I wanted to let you know we are doing this in case you get any questions on these items. Will be glad to cc: you when we are done.

CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE----<CN=John Sullivan/OU=EE/O=DOE>DOE----<EERE Strategic Plan Update
--------------------- Message body ---------------------
I wish to discuss this memo with you when we meet at 10:00 on Wednesday (tomorrow). Forwarded by MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE on 05/03/2001 04:15 PM
BRIAN CONNOR 05/08/2001 03:29 PM To: John Sullivan/EE/DOE>DOE cc: Buddy Garland/EE/DOE>DOE, Mary Beth Zimmerman/EE/DOE>DOE, Sam Baldwin/EE/DOE>DOE, Randy Steer/EE/DOE>DOE

--------------------- Message body ---------------------
Forwarded by MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE on 05/07/2001 04:46 PM
MaryBeth Zimmerman 05/04/2001 05:00 PM To: Michael York/EE/DOE>DOE, Darrell Beschen/EE/DOE>DOE cc: Buddy Garland/EE/DOE>DOE, Nancy Jeffery/EE/DOE>DOE, Abe Haspel/EE/DOE>DOE Subject: more on NEP citations assignment. Guidance on fact-check/citation request for NEP DUE: COB on Monday (please put ahead of Q&As if necessary, but file what you can on the Q&As now). Electronic copies of facts to check are on the P drive under: Analysis/Calls/External requests/NEP2001/Citations. Where changes must be made, red-line, strike out with the correct information. Please add the citation in brackets at the end of each statement for which you were asked.
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